
Abstract—Producing companies aspire to
availability despite appearing disruptions. To ens
availability safety stocksare required. Howeversaf
additional capital commitment and compensates d
of solving the reasons.The intention is to increa
production by configuring the production plan
systematically. Thus the safety stock can be red
proportion of inventory in producing companies i
inventory, schedule deviations and variability of d
reasons for high inventory levels can be reduced 
production planning and control specifically. He
level can be reduced. This is enabled by synchron
straightening the demand as well as optimizing th
sequencing and capacity control.

Keywords—inventory level, inventory manag
planning and control, safety stock

I. INTRODUCTION

HE cost pressure for producing comp
constantly [1]. To remain competitive t

companies is to reduce their costs [2]. T
logistic is to fulfill the classic logistic targets: 
throughput times, high adherence to deli
utilization of capacity [3].These targets are c
as reaching a high utilization of capacity 
because thus disruptions cannot be absorbed.
reflected in the dimensioning of safety stock. 
a high safety stock can compensate disruption
enables short throughput times and high adhe
dates [6]. But on the other hand high stoc
capital commitment costs [7], which can be r
inventory level. Therefore the safety stock mu
the given constraints of the production [8].

The experiences with industry projects of th
Machine Tools and Production Engineer
University confirm that three most relevant re
can be amounted, which are displayed in 
replenishment times (schedule deviations) 
among the most significant disruptions as 
demand rates, which also interfere with
management and can be handled more eas
stocks.
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Fig. 1 Disruptions in produ

II.DIMENSIONING OF SA

Safety stocksare to compensat
supply chain and to ensure the a
accordant stock towards the dow
uncertainties can be described as
deviations of the expected demand c
of delivery date, quantity and qualit
permitted to serve the planned dema
as an additionalinventory [9].

To determine the required safety
must be defined.The service degree 
describes the ability of any warehou
proportion ofthe demand which c
available inventory [10, 11].If all d
served immediately, the service 
Delays in delivery imply a service d
If the demands served delayed incr
defaults in delivery appear and the
further. Thus the service degree dep
input and output processes.

Fig. 2 displays a high dependenc
production on the service degree. T
the higher is the required inventory l
service degree.

The service degree increases as th
rises. From a defined height of th
which is called minimal inventory, a
served by the stock. The service de
the mean delay in delivery reaches z
is increased further, the logistic 
improved anymore. Methods t
performance require different efforts
a defined sequence in improving the
great input/benefit ratio.

T ducing companies
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ll demands to the stock are
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nce of the variability in the
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y level to fulfill a demanded

s the average inventory level
 the mean inventory level,
, all demands can be directly
 degree amounts 100 % and
s zero. If the inventory level
ic performance cannot be

to improve the stock
rts. It is necessary to follow
the performance to ensure a
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Fig. 2 Definition of the service degr

The inventory level can
depending on the analyzed disruptions
production and the defined service degree. It c
for a service degree of 100 % as follows whe
the mean input lot size, the mean outpu
replenishment time, the average reple

the maximum replenishment time,
negative deviation in input quantity, the
rate and the maximum demand rate[12

(1)

The first summand describes the lot inven
second summand defines the safety stock, wh
to ensure the delivery availabilityeven with di
different kinds of disruptions are considered 
paragraphs.The equation for the calculated sa
be derived from (1) as

(2)

With (1) an inventory level for a service de
calculated. Today’s situation in the indust
service degree of 100 % often is not required
of inventory level leads to high costs, which
Moreover a high effort is necessary to reach 
of 100 %. It is known that for many events, t
the effects come from the minority of the caus
demanded service degree in the industry
Therefore the C-norm-parameter is essential 

(3)

(4)

egree

can be determined
s occurringin the
It can be calculated
here represents

tput lot size, the
plenishment time,

the maximum
he average demand
[12].

(1)

entory whereas the
 which is necessary
 disruptions. Three

ed in the following
 safety stock can

(2)

 degree of 100 % is
try shows that a

red. A high amount
ich is not intended.
ch a service degree
s, the major part of
auses. A commonly
ry amounts 95 %.
ial to calculate the

inventory level needed for a service
The inventory level for a service de
as follows where represents the 
a service degree of 95 %, the l
required service degree.

(3)

The C-norm-parameter has a hig
the service degree. Low values of 
distribution of all deviations from th
of C. In literature a value of 0,33 to 
given, if deviations from plan are mo

III. CAUSES OF INV

However safety stocks only comp
a high inventory level and do not so
The described causes can be influ
control. A specific configuration o
should influence the reasons. Thus th
the capital commitment costs can be 

The derivation of suitable measur
determining influences for the targe
Based on the share of the single pla
ofthe minimal inventory the share in
be determined. The analysis of the 
the regarded range of articles results
distribution shown in Fig. 3.The
inventory level can also be derived
schedule deviations, variability of d
the most relevant reasons for in
displayed in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 Typical shares of the

The inventory level caused by a
defined as follows.The lot inventory
output. The lot inventory increases
input level. Frequently it correspond
size.

(4)

(1)

(2)

ice degree less than 100 %.
 degree of 95 % is described
he average inventory level at
e lot inventory and the

(3)

igh impact on the curve of
of C are preferable. A lean
 the plan leads to low values
 to 0,37 for the value of C is
moderate dispersive[13].

NVENTORY

mpensate the indications for
 solve the causing problems.
fluenced by the production
 of the production control

s the safety stocks as well as
be reduced.
sures requires analysis of the

et inventory level’s height.
plan deviations in the height
e in the target inventory can
he target inventory level for
ults in the stock proportion’s
he average shares of the
ed from (1). Lot inventory,

f demand rates and rejectare
inventory [14]. They are

the inventory level

 a production in lots is
ory isthe result of input and
ses with the amount of the
nds to the manufacturing lot

(4)
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A production in lots harmonizes the materia
the value-added process along the supply cha
entire production system more economical.
determined differently to fulfill different con
size can be defined to reach high capacity
decrease the capital commitment costs. The
capacity and transportation systems also influ
of the lot size. Moreover urgent orders of imp
claim a small lot size.

Schedule deviations in additions to stock a
schedule deviations on the production process
deviation is calculated as follows.

(5)

If an expected order demand is delaye
inventory level could not serve the demands
served out of the safety stock. The need
increases with the number of schedule de
upstream process and the average consum
inventory level must be increased, if schedu
the addition to stock are often existent. 
inventory accommodates the demand during 
maximal positive schedule deviation. The sc
of the addition to stock is determined b
deviation of usage of the production.

The delivery availability is limited, if the 
quantity is undercut. To avoid poordeliver
safety stock is required in the height of the m
quantity deviation of the upstream process.
deviations can occur as a consequence of q

This reject is defined by .Inventory d
cannot serve the purpose sufficiently it use
manufacturing of these materials in the pro
impossible. Thus they must be disposed. The
must be compensated to fulfill the demand
process has to deliver the accordant amount a
to longer throughput times and schedule de
reject is always followed by additional costs.

The variability of demand rates i
follows.

(6)

If products are demanded irregular, variabi
rates occur. Variabilities of demand rates ca
the capacity requirement of the production.

In general the demand is not accepted to b
varies from a mean value. If the dema
replenishment time is higher than it was plan
of the demand must be served by the safety 
the required safety stock depends on the rep
and the maximum demand rate. For high ma
rates and long replenishment times a high
necessary.

rial flow as well as
hainand makes the

al. The lot size is
onstraints. The lot

ty utilization or to
he height of hold

fluences the choice
mportant customers

k are the reason of
esses. The schedule

(5)

yed and thus the
ds, theyhave to be
eded safety stock
deviations of the

sumption rate.The
edule deviations of
nt. The additional
g the period of the

 schedule deviation
 by the schedule

e planned delivery
ery availability, a

e maximal negative
ss. These quantity

f quality problems.

defined as reject
used to. Usually a
production is often
he arising stockout

and. The upstream
t again. This leads

 deviations. Hence
s.

is calculated as

(6)

abilities of demand
cause variations in

 be constant, but it
mand during the
lanned, some parts
ty stock. Therefore
replenishment time
maximum demand
gh safety stock is

All these parts of inventory ca
production control. Hence the produ
on the inventory. The aim is to st
configuring the production planning
Thus the inventory can be reduce
influences the required safety stock i
hand average value and statistical
deviation of the upstream process 
delivery date deviation. On the other
makes a major contribution to the d
time. If improvements are achieved 
required safety stock will be reduced

IV. INFLUENCE OF PRODUCTION PLA

THE INVENTORY L

In the past years the production
been dominated by constantly g
insufficient supply of production c
sectors. Against this background in
important and industry focused on a
and resource efficiency. This targ
improvement of logistic skills whi
companies who increased invent
decreased. Today the focus on inven
inventory level can be reduced by 
planning and control towards low
configurationof production planning 
four tasks order generation, order 
operative capacity planning [15]. It
levels based on process stability. Bu
the transparency about causes for inv
changes are a major and underestim
levels.

A. Harmonization of lot sizes

A production in lots has the highe
and makes up the largest amount of 
decreases the inventory level dec
process must deliver more frequentl
model, which is shown in Fig. 4, d
curve (saw tooth) [17].

Fig. 4 Ideal stock 

The lot inventory describes the me
no delayed delivery occurs and the

(5)

(6)

can be influenced by the
oduction control can impact
stabilize the production by

ing and control accordingly.
ced.The production control
k in two aspects: On the one
cal spread of the schedule
ss determine the maximum
her hand the throughput time

delivery and replenishment
ed towards these targets, the
ed significantly.

LANNING AND CONTROL ON

Y LEVEL

n planning and control has
growing markets and an

 capacity in many industry
inventory seemed not that

 adherence to delivery dates
arget system inhibited the
hich can be seen in many

entory even though sales
ventory is sharpened and the
y improving the production
low inventory levels. The
ng and control influences the
er release, sequencing and
 It determines the inventory
But even more important is

inventory. Especially lot size
timated reason for inventory

hest impact on the inventory
 of inventory. As the lot size
ecreases and the upstream
ntly [16]. The general stock
, describes a linear demand

ck model

 mean inventory level, where
the service degree amounts
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100 %. It is assumed that ideal process 
available. The delay in delivery is maxim
inventory level of zero. The service degree 
this case. With an increasing inventory a valu
where no delayed delivery is achieved under id

To determine the lot inventory the i
values are necessary. The input corresponds
the previous process . The lot inventory
[18]

(7)

However the demand curve cannot be def
the production is by batch, as shown inFi
development of inventory over time is disp
process with discrete input and output quanti
stock movement is continuous with a
size.Therefore the lot inventory cannot be d
(7). Depending on the output lotsize the i
by a production in lots can increase largely.

Fig. 5 Real stock model

A synchronization of lot sizes inup an
processes has a high impact on the inven
harmonization of lot sizes has a synchronizati
implies a reduction of the inventory level. He
in reducing the inventory level is the harmon
size. In the following section two producti
sequence are analyzed. The input lot size, whi
by the upstream process, is held constant a
units. Fig. 6displays the effect of different
output lot size, which is determined by 
process, in sequent processes on the lot inv
inventory is calculated as follows where 
the least common multiple.

(8)

It is obvious that the output lot size ideal
input lot size.Good results for the mean inv
also be achieved, if the input and output l
common divisor. The synchronization of lot 
down stream processes must be evaluated a
value stream to achieve low inventory levels.

ss conditions are
imal with a mean
ee amounts 0 % in
alue is reached,
r ideal conditions.
 input and output
s to the lot size of

is described by

(7)

efined as linear, if
Fig. 5. There the

isplayed for a real
ntities.The outward
 a constant lot
e determined as in
e inventory caused

and down stream
ventory level. The
ation effect, which

Hence the first step
onization of the lot
ction processes in
hich is determined

t at a value of 50
ent lot sizesof the
y the downstream
inventory. The lot
re LCM represents

(8)

eally equals to the
inventory levelwill
t lot sizes have a
lot sizes of up and
d along the whole
s.

Fig. 6 Lot inventory dependi

B. Implementation of optimal lot s

If the lot sizes of upstream and d
synchronized a first step is made to
level caused by a production in lo
upstream process is not constant b
advisable to determine the optimal
inventory levels. Common calculatio
lot size considering the conse
insufficiently. The formula by Andl
practice, is calculated as follows:
lot size, represents th

determines the inventory c

In general batch building is consi
between preproduction costs and 
commitment costs). Preproduction co
than inventory costs because of h
consequences are high lot sizes re
costs but at the same time increasing
the throughput times rise and the ad
decreases. These circles lead to 
compensate the missing adherence 
synchronization of the lot sizes str
limitation of the height of lot sizes re
and the throughput time.

The connection between lot size
described as follows. With a given n
process time is defined, whereas the 
depending on the lot size. A project
amount of total setup time is about 
time. In this case 20 %of the ord
process time.Decreasing the lot size
orders causing 80 % of the process t
increases. Therefore small lot sizes
total setup time rises. However sm

(7)

(8)

nding on the lot size

t sizes

d downstream processes are
 towards a lower inventory

 lots. If the lot size of the
t but can be adapted, it is
al lot size in case of low

ation methods determine the
nsequences in production
dler, which is often used in

: represents the optimal
 the preproduction costs and
y costs [19].

nsidered to be a compromise
d inventory costs (capital
 costs are often much higher
f high personal costs. The
reducing the preproduction

ing the inventory level. Thus
adherence to delivery dates

to higher safety stocks to
ce to delivery dates. As the
straighten the production, a
s reduces the work in process

ize and setup time can be
n number of orders the total
he total setup time can differ
ect example showed that the
ut 15 % of the total process
orders caused 80 % of the
ize increases the number of
ss time, while the setup time
zes are refused, because the
small lot sizes stabilize the

(9)
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production and lead to a decreasing inven
positive consequences of a reduction of lot s
throughput times, improved delivery reliabilit
inventory levels. They outweigh the negative 
higher setup times. The fulfilling of the classic
has priority in today’s production planning a
this perspective, a lot size of one is prefer
strongly increasing costs and setup times, a l
not practicable in the industry. It is nece
compromise between a lot size calculated as
size of one to decrease the inventory w
uneconomical costs.

C. Straightening of demands

Besides the harmonization of the lo
implementation of the optimal lot size the stra
demandscan also have a positive impact o
level. The variability of demand rates are in p
by variable customer demands [20, 21]
variability of demand can be compensa
mechanisms in the production control and sa
of straightening the demand is supposed to re
amounts in the production.

The variability of demand rates is cal
Accordingly the adjusting lever to reduce t
demand rates are the maximum demand rate
replenishment time . The maximum deman
by straightening the peaks in demand. The rep
within the production can be reduced by impl
frequently production. Concerning this 
planning and control must be configured accor

Fig. 7shows an example for unstraighteno
of the customers. In Fig. 7 the customer dem
the orders, which are oriented towards custom
displayed. In the middle of the year a signific
is made although there are no accordingly cus
Such high peaks in demand offer potential
the ordering behavior. Straightening the or
means to avoid those peaks in demand and
orders towards the customer demands. Uns
lead to a high variability of demand rates, whi
the required safety stock.

Fig. 7 Unstraighten ordering behav

ventory level. The
t sizes are reduced
ility and decreased
ve consequences of
sic logistics targets
and control. From

ferred. Because of
a lot size of one is
cessary to find a

 as in (8) and a lot
 without causing

lot sizeand the
straightening of the
t on the inventory
in particular caused
1]. However the

nsated by simple
 sales. The method
 reduce the varying

calculated as in (6).
e the variability of
ate and the
and rate is reduced
replenishment time
plementing a high

s the production
cordingly.
nordering behavior
emands as well as

tomer demands, are
ificantly high order
customer demands.
al for straightening
ordering behavior

nd to orientate the
nstraigthen orders
hich directly affect

avior

In Fig. 7 an example of an 
Laboratory for Machine Tools and P
Aachen University is displayed. Th
could be split into three orders. T
about 30 % leads to a reduction of 
The safety stock was reduced from 6

In the next step the replenishm
Therefore smaller lot sizes have 
frequented production was i
replenishment time leads to low var
during the replacement.The product
was reduced from three to two w
thereplenishment time about 30 % i
inventory level about 16 %.

D. Compensation of schedule devi

Schedule deviations describe 
highinventory levels. Often schedule
of an unsuitable configuration of th
the one hand an uncontrolled orde
influence on the spread of through
released uncontrolled, the work i
constant. Strongly varying throughp
replenishment times are the consequ
WIP. The more the replenishment 
required safety stock to compensa
constant WIP controlled by an order
planning and control leads to decre
and allows a low safety stock [22]. O
deviations are the consequences of 
Local setup optimization results in
front of the machine, because the
reduce the setup time. Thus the tota
be decreased but the sequence i
adherence to delivery dates is lowere

Another possibility to compens
caused by disruptions is the capac
temporarily increased use of 
replenishment times.

Here, the possibilities of t
controldepend on the capacity of the
compensation of disruption by the u
represents an active form of decou
appropriate when disturbances only o

For decoupling additional stocks 
Such stocks are known as decouplin
control is not able to reach the requi
the downstream process in terms 
dates, quantity and quality, such sa
Basically they are applied to compen
time deviations being compensated 
of upstream processes. In case of s
located in the decoupling stock ca
dates.

Before implementing decoupling
the value stream and their required
defined. Their position is influence

n industrial project of the
d Production Engineering of
The described peak in order
 The reduction of the peak
of the safety stock of 40 %.
 6324 units to 3681 units.

hment time was decreased.
ve been used and a high

implemented.A reduced
variabilities of demand rates
uction and ordering interval
 weeks. The reduction of

induced a decrease of the

eviations

e the third reason for
ule deviations are the result
 the production control. On
rder releasehas got a major
ughput times. If orders are
 in process (WIP) is not
hput times and thus varying
quence of a strongly varying
t times vary the higher the

nsate these fluctuations. A
der release of the production
creasing schedule deviations
. On the other hand schedule
of local setup optimizations.
 in a changing sequence in
he sequence is changed to
otal setup time can possibly
 is varied. Therefore the
ered.
ensate schedule deviations
acity utilization control. A

f resources can prevent

the capacity utilization
 the company's flexibility. A
e use of additional capacity
coupling and is particularly
ly occur rarely.
ks can also be implemented.
ling stocks. If the production
quired delivery reliability by
s of adherence to delivery
safety stocks are necessary.
pensate time deviations. The
ed are earliness and lateness
f set-up optimization orders
can also be used at earlier

ng stocks, their position in
red inventory level must be
nced by upstream processes
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with poor adherence to delivery dates. Such processes should
be followed by a decoupling point. The required inventory
level depends on the adherence to quantity of the upstream
process.

Decoupling stocks must be designed to compensate all
occurring disruptions and to ensure the required ability to
supply. Otherwise they would not countervail disruptions but
only lead to rising inventory levels in the production process.
Well implemented decoupling stocks have a strong impact on
achieving the logistic targets.The targeted building of
inventory guarantees shorter delivery times for certain
products. The productions capacities are decoupled from the
demands.

A much lower impact on the inventory level is caused by
reject. Reject is a consequence of a poor quality. Therefore
measures to improve the quality influence the inventory level
of the production positively.

V.CONCLUSION

In this paper, the reasons for high inventory levelsare
presented. Instead of compensating the variability in
production companies by the required safety stock, the paper
explains how to configure the production planning and control
to achieve a high stability of the whole production, leading to
reduced inventory levels. The described approach has been
applied in industry cases by the Laboratory for Machine Tools
and Production Engineering of Aachen University, showing its
great potentials. Nevertheless the constraints in every
production system differ and must be defined before using this
approach to achieve best performance. Recognizing
constraints given by the logistic targets such asshort
throughput times and a high adherence to delivery dates
increases the complexity but is necessary to use the full
potential of methods to reduce the inventory level. Therefore
the described orientation towards value stream is useful to
manage complexity.
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